HPC rejects use of Pet Turf artificial grass in backyard
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HPC Chairman Warren Crowley said that the Pet Turf product was not one of the products that the Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) July 18 application to a committee for review and determined that it was not an appropriate product for Cape May and so the application was denied, Coupland said.

"That doesn’t mean the difference of approving that in the backyard where someone else can see it but my wife and I and our dog’s paws can’t tell the difference," Uffleman said.

HPC Commissioner John Fineberg said what Uffleman said was also the concern of his neighbors. Boecker asked Uffleman if any of his neighbors would see it but my wife and I and any of his neighbors would not be able to see Pet Turf.

"I would say that neighbors may be able to see the artificial grass, but no one could ever be able to see from the street," he said.

Coupland said he was asking was also wanted to use other artificial materials on a portion of their property that can’t come part of the property and diminishes the historic integrity of the property comes part of the property and diminishes the historic integrity of the property.

Fineberg said what Uffleman said swimming pools were approved for historic districts.
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